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Surface structure of liquid metals and the effect of capillary waves:
X-ray studies on liquid indium
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We report x-ray reflectivity~XR! and small-angle off-specular diffuse-scattering~DS! measurements from
the surface of liquid indium close to its melting point of 156 °C. From the XR measurements we extract the
surface structure factor convolved with fluctuations in the height of the liquid surface. We present a model to
describe DS that takes into account the surface structure factor, thermally excited capillary waves, and the
experimental resolution. The experimentally determined DS follows this model with no adjustable parameters,
allowing the surface structure factor to be deconvolved from the thermally excited height fluctuations. The
resulting local electron-density profile displays exponentially decaying surface-induced layering similar to that
previously reported for Ga and Hg. We compare the details of the local electron-density profiles of liquid In,
which is a nearly free-electron metal, and liquid Ga, which is considerably more covalent and shows direc-
tional bonding in the melt. The oscillatory density profiles have comparable amplitudes in both metals, but
surface layering decays over a length scale of 3.560.6 Å for In and 5.560.4 Å for Ga. Upon controlled
exposure to oxygen, no oxide monolayer is formed on the liquid In surface, unlike the passivating film formed
on liquid gallium.@S0163-1829~99!11701-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the free surface of a liquid metal is fu
damentally different from that of a dielectric liquid such
water or argon. For dielectric liquids, the interatomic
intermolecular potential is long-ranged and the nature of
interactions does not change significantly across the liq
vapor interface. Theoretical modeling and molecular dyna
ics studies result in an interfacial density profile that var
monotonically from the bulk liquid density to the bulk vap
density.1 This can be contrasted with results of compu
simulations of dielectric liquid noble gases in contact w
their solid phase.2 There, the hard wall provided by the sol
phase is shown to induce surface layering in the liquid w
a well defined lamellar structure.

In liquid metals, the potential energy function chang
drastically from a screened short-ranged Coulomb poten
in the bulk liquid phase where the conduction electro
are delocalized to a long-ranged van der Waals type pote
in the vapor phase where all electrons are localized.3 In
this case, density functional calculations4,5 and computer
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~2!/783~9!/$15.00
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simulations6 indicate an oscillatory surface-normal dens
profile. This surface-induced layering can be attributed to
fact that strong Coulomb interactions between the abru
truncated conduction electrons at the surface and the
cores impose a constraint ordering the surface in a well
fined lamellar structure. This constraint can be thought o
an effective hard wall ionic potential at the surface where
conduction electron density abruptly terminates.

The existence of surface layering in liquid metals has o
recently been verified unambiguously by experiment, first
liquid Hg ~Ref. 7! and then for liquid Ga.8 Comparison of the
temperature dependence of this layering, however, rev
qualitative differences between the two metals.9,10 This ob-
servation indicates that details of the interactions such as
degree of covalency in the metal may affect the surfa
structure.

For crystalline metals that can be described by we
pseudopotentials, electron-ion scattering is relatively we
and the nonlocalized or itinerant electrons can be treated
they were essentially free.11 Alkali metals with their nearly
parabolic energy bands are the prime example of this clas
783 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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784 PRB 59H. TOSTMANN et al.
nearly free-electron~NFE!-like metals. In analogy with this
the term NFE metals applies to liquid metals whose cond
tion electrons have similar itinerant character and are o
weakly perturbated by a small ionic pseudopotential.12 NFE
liquid metals can be contrasted with those whose conduc
electrons are partially localized in covalent bonds.13 Evi-
dence for such covalent character in liquid metals may
obtained from measurements of the optical properties as
as from the bulk liquid structure factor.14

In fact, both liquid Ga and Hg show substantial deviatio
from NFE behavior. In liquid Ga, a shoulder in the bu
liquid structure factor indicates the presence of directio
bonding in the melt.15–18 Liquid Hg displays a pronounce
asymmetry in the first peak of the bulk liquid structure fa
tor, and the optical constants of liquid Hg deviate marke
from the predictions of the Drude theory for free electrons19

which, for example, adequately describes the optical c
stants of the alkali metals.20,21 In order to understand which
aspects of surface layering may be affected by deviati
from NFE character, it is necessary to investigate liquid m
als with less tendency towards covalent bonding. The al
metals would be ideal candidates in this regard. Unfor
nately, the very low surface tension of liquid alkali meta
will result in a large thermally induced surface roughne
making it extremely difficult to observe the surface layeri
experimentally. This is exacerbated by the fact that alk
metals are very reactive in air but cannot be investiga
under ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! conditions due to their high
vapor pressure. Liquid indium, which has a high surface t
sion, reasonably low melting point, and low vapor press
does not suffer from these shortcomings. Moreover, it is c
sidered to be NFE-like for the following reasons. First, t
first peak in the bulk structure factor of liquid In is high
symmetric, indicating the absence of significant orientatio
bonding in the melt.22 Second, quantitative analysis of th
shape of the bulk liquid structure factor yields a twelvefo
coordination with an interatomic distance that decreases
increasing temperature.23 This is precisely what is expecte
for a liquid that can be described by an ideal hard sph
model. Third, the measured optical properties of liquid
agree with the Drude free-electron theory over a large ra
of wave vectors.24 Even more interesting, the optical con
stants of mixtures of liquid Hg and In differ appreciab
from free electron behavior for Hg rich compositions, b
gradually approach free-electron behavior with increasing
content.25 A main objective of this study is to compare th
surface structure of the more NFE-like liquid metal In to th
of the more covalent liquid Ga.

This fundamental interest in the relationship between
surface structure and electronic properties of liquid me
bears directly on the topic of surface reactions, which is
considerable practical importance. This is especially true
liquids, where the atoms are mobile, and reactions at
surface can directly affect alloying, phase formation, a
other properties of the bulk. For this reason, surfaces
reactions at surfaces play a critical role in process and
tractive metallurgy.26 We previously demonstrated that o
exposure to oxygen the surface of liquid Ga becomes co
with a uniform 5 Å thick passivating oxide film that protec
the underlying bulk phase from further oxidation.27 We will
c-
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show below that the oxidation behavior of liquid In is fun
damentally different from that of Ga.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments reported here were primarily perform
at the beamline X25 at the National Synchrotron Lig
Source~NSLS!. Following a toroidal focussing mirror, a G
~220! crystal was used to select the x-ray wavelengthl
50.653 Å and to tilt the beam downward onto the horizon
liquid metal surface. The geometry of this liquid spectro
eter has been described elsewhere.28 Additional data were
acquired at beamline X22B at the NSLS, using a simi
scattering geometry and an x-ray wavelength of 1.24 Å. T
size of the x-ray beam striking the liquid metal surface w
determined by 1 mm~horizontal! 30.1 mm ~vertical! slits
downstream of the monochromator and the measured si
was normalized to the incoming beam intensity.

The experimental resolution, determined primarily by sl
in front of the detector, was varied for different experimen
configurations. Specular reflectivity was primarily measur
using a conventional NaI scintillation detector. Typical s
settings for measuring this specular reflectivity at X25 we
4 mm~h!34 mm~v!. At 600 mm from the sample this yield
a qz resolution of 0.06 Å21. For comparable resolution a
the longer wavelength at X22B, a vertical detector slit o
mm was used. Small angle off-specular surface diffuse s
tering was measured using a position sensitive dete
~PSD! aligned within the reflection plane.29 For a given in-
cident angle, the PSD detects both the specular reflection
off-specular diffuse intensity in the reflection plane up
'0.5° away from the specular peak. We used a coa
vertical resolution for the PSD in the multichannel mo
~64 channels on 20 mm!. Away from the specular peak
where the intensity varies slowly with position, data fro
neighboring channels were averaged together for impro
statistics. Counting all photons hitting the detector, and d
regarding the positional information, the PSD can be used
a conventional counter. In this ‘‘single channel’’ mode th
slit settings were 20 mm vertically and 3 mm horizontal
corresponding to aqz resolution of 0.32 Å21. For all experi-
mental arrangements, the signal originating at the surf
was separated from the bulk diffuse background by subtr
ing intensities measured with the detector moved appro
mately 60.4° ~corresponding to'0.67 Å-1! transverse to
the reflection plane.28

The linearity of the PSD was checked by comparison
diffuse scans taken with the PSD to diffuse data taken
moving the scintillation detector within the reflection plan
and by measuring the specular reflectivity with the station
PSD in a single-channel mode. As we will discuss belo
once scaled for the different resolution, the different types
scans perfectly overlap each other.

Indium of 99.9995% purity was contained in a Molybd
num pan within a UHV chamber to maintain a clea
surface.30 Details of the UHV chamber design can be fou
elsewhere.28 The sample was heated above the melting po
of liquid In to 17065 °C. After a three-day bakeout, th
pressure was 8310210 Torr, with a partial oxygen pressur
,8310211, for which the formation time for an oxide
monolayer is calculated to be several days.31 Although
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patches of oxide were present on the In ingot when it w
introduced into the chamber, this oxide was removed by
gon ion sputtering~2.0 keV, 30mA ion current! at an Ar
partial pressure of about 531025 Torr. The impact of the
ion beam induced mass flow along the surface that tra
ported the oxide patches towards the ion beam, thus clea
the entire liquid-vacuum interface and not only the area
directly by the Ar1 ions.32 Data presented here were alwa
taken within one to two hours of sputter cleaning the sam
Since data acquired without sputtering but within a fe
hours reproduced each other, and because of the un
growth properties of oxide on liquid In which will be pre
sented below, we are confident that the measured scatte
is intrinsic to a clean liquid indium surface.

A major improvement over experiments described pre
ously is the incorporation of active vibration isolation. Pr
vious measurements eliminated mechanically induced
face waves by utilizing the viscous drag at the bottom of t
samples. These samples had curved surfaces, requiri
time consuming technique to measure the reflectivity28 and
making it very difficult to measure at grazing incidence, im
portant for the detection of in-plane ordering. In this wo
the rigid UHV chamber and ion pump assembly we
mounted on an active vibration isolation unit,33 similar to
that used previously in our studies of liquid Hg.7 With this
system we were able to use a sample pan 5 mm deep an
mm in diameter, resulting in flat samples where the angu
deviation of the surface normal from the vertical across
surface was negligible compared to the critical angle for to
external reflection of x rays.

III. THEORY

The scattering geometry is given in Fig. 1, defining t
liquid surface to be lying in thex-y plane, with x rays inci-
dent at an anglea and collected by the detector at an elev
tion angleb and azimuthal angle 2u. The momentum transfe
qW can be decomposed into surface normal,qz , and surface
parallel,qxy , components given by

qz5
2p

l
~sin b1sin a!,

FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometry of x-ray scattering from t
liquid surface witha andb denoting incoming and outgoing angle

the incoming and outgoing wave vectorkW in andkWout , respectively,
and the azimuthal angle 2u. The momentum transferqW has an in-
plane componentqxy and a surface-normal componentqz .
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qxy5
2p

l
Acos2a1cos2b22 cosa cosb cos 2u. ~1!

In the following, we develop a formula for the differentia
cross sectionds/dV for x-ray scattering from a rough an
structured liquid surface. The general expression for the
ferential cross section for x-ray scattering from a thre
dimensional electron distributionr(rW) at a given locationrW
can be expressed in terms of the electron density correla
function ^r(rW)r(rW8)&5^r(rW2rW8)r(0)&:34

ds

dV
5VS e2

mc2D 2E d3~rW2rW8!^r~rW2rW8!r~0!&

3exp@ ıqW •~rW2rW8!#, ~2!

whereV is the illuminated volume. If the density distributio
is homogeneous within thex-y plane but inhomogeneou
normal to the surface, the density correlation function d
pends on the different positionsrWxy2rWxy8 on the surface and
the distancesz andz8 from the surface. For an x-ray beam o
a cross sectional areaA0 incident on the surface at an ang
a relative to thex-y plane, the illuminated area isA0 /sin(a)
and the differential cross section can be written:35

ds

dV
5

A0

sin~a! S e2

mc2D 2E dzdz8d2rWxy^r~rWxy ,z!r~0,z8!&

3exp@ ıqz~z2z8!1ıqW xy•rWxy#. ~3!

For a homogeneous liquid that is sufficiently far away fro
any critical region, the only long wavelength excitations th
give rise to significant scattering are thermally excited s
face capillary waves. In this case, there is some lengthj such
that for urWxyu.j the density density correlation function ca
be expressed in terms of a density profiler̃@z2h(rWxy)# de-
fined relative to the local position of the liquid surfaceh(rWxy)
and capillary wave induced relative variations of the heig
h(rWxy)2h(rWxy8 ),36

^r~rWxy ,z!r~0,z8!& ——→
urWxyu.j

r̃„z2@h~rWxy!2h~0!#…r̃~z8!.
~4!

Defining dr(rWxy ,z)5r(rWxy ,z)2 r̃„z2h(rWxy)…, the differen-
tial cross section from a liquid surface can now be writte

ds

dV
5

A0

sin~a! S e2

mc2D 2E dzdz8d2rWxy

3exp@ ıqz~z2z8!1ıqW xy•rWxy#$r̃~z2@h~rWxy!

2h~0!# !r̃~z8!1^dr~rWxy ,z!dr~0,z8!&%. ~5!

The second term in the integrand is only nonvanishing
regionsurWxyu<j. This term gives rise to both the bulk diffus
scattering and surface scattering at momentum transfers
ing largeqxy components.35 The effect of this term can be
separated experimentally from the specular reflection
may be omitted in the following discussion of scatteri
close to the specular condition. A change of variables yie
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786 PRB 59H. TOSTMANN et al.
ds

dV
'

1

16p2 S qc

2 D 4 A0

sin~a!

uF~qz!u2

qz
2

3E
urWxyu.j

d2rWxy^exp$ıqzh~rWxy!%&exp@ ıqW xy•rWxy#,

~6!

whereqc is the critical angle for total external reflection of
rays and the surface structure factor

F~qz!5
1

r`
E dz

dr̃~z!

dz
exp~ ıqzz!

5
2ıqz

r`
E dzr̃~z!exp~ ıqzz! ~7!

is the Fourier transform of the local or intrinsic density pr
file r̃(z), independent ofrWxy . In this equation,r` is the bulk
electron density.

For the case of thermally excited capillary waves on
liquid surface, the height fluctuations can be characterized
their statistical averagê uh(rWxy)u2&.

35 Sinha et al. have
shown that integration over these height fluctuations yie
the following dependence of the scattering onqxy andqz :37

E
urWxyu.j

d2rWxy^exp$ıqzh~rWxy!%&exp@ ıqW xy•rWxy#5
C

qxy
22h

~8!

with C to be determined and

h5
kBT

2pg
qz

2 .

The value ofC can be determined by integration over a
surface capillary modes having wave vectors smaller than
upper wave vector cutoffqmax[p/j:

C5E
uqW xyu,p/j

d2qW xyE
urWxyu.j

d2rWxy

3^exp$ıqzh~rWxy!%&exp@ ıqW xy•rWxy#

'4p2 lim
rWxy→0

^exp$ıqzh~rWxy!%&54p2. ~9!

Therefore, the properly normalized differential cross sect
for scattering of x rays from a liquid surface is

ds

dV
5

A0

sin a S qc

2 D 4 kBT

16p2g
uF~qz!u2

1

qxy
2 S qxy

qmax
D h

. ~10!

The intensity measured at a specific scattering vectorqW is
obtained by integrating Eq.~10! over the solid angledV
defined by the detector acceptance of the experiment. Fo
specular reflection,qxy50 ~a5b and 2u50!, the integral is
centered atqxy50. The projection of the detector resolutio
onto thex-y plane is rectangular35 and the above-mentione
integration has to be done numerically. However, an ana
cal formula can be obtained for the specular reflectivity if t
detector resolution is assumed to be a circle of radiusqres,
independent ofqz :28
a
y

s

e

n

he

i-

R~qz!

Rf~qz!
5uF~qz!u2S qres

qmax
D h

5uF~qz!u2 exp@2scw
2 qz

2#,

~11!

where

Rf~qz!5Uqz2Aqz
22qc

2

qz1Aqz
22qc

2U2

'S qc

2qz
D 4

for qz*5qc

is the Fresnel reflectivity from classical optics for a fl
@h(rWxy)5h(0) for all h(rWxy)# and structureless (uF(qz)u2

51) surface. The quantityscw denotes the capillary wave
roughness:

scw
2 5

kBT

2pg
lnS qres

qmax
D . ~12!

In the experiments presented here, the measured spe
reflectivity was analyzed by numerical integration of the th
oretical model over the rectangular resolution defined by
detector slits. In practice, the specular reflection is measu
with coarse resolution and the results based on Eq.~11! fall
within 5% of the exact values obtained from integrating ov
Eq. ~10!. On the other hand, the off specular diffuse scatt
ing is measured with much finer resolution and near
specular peak,qW xy50, it has to be analyzed by numeric
integration of Eq.~10! over the slit defined resolution. In
addition, numerical integration of Eq.~10! is necessary to
obtain the correct ratio of specular reflectivity to off-specu
diffuse scattering.

In Eq. ~7! we have introduced a local structure fact
which is the Fourier transform of the local or intrinsic de
sity profile. An alternative representation is to define a m
roscopically averaged density profile^r(z)&T such that

1

r`
E dz

^r~z!&T

dz
exp~ ıqzz!5F~qz!exp~21/2scw

2 qz
2!.

This macroscopically averaged density profile,^r(z)&T , can
be shown to be equal to the convolution of the local dens
profile, r̃(z), with the associated Gaussian distribution
height fluctuations characterized by

scw
2 5^uh~rWxy!u2&5

kBT

2pg
lnS 1

urWxyuqmax
D .

Unfortunately, it is difficult to extract a precisely define
^r(z)&T from a single reflectivity measurement because
the above-mentioned problem of the variation of the reso
tion with qz .

A second difficulty with reflectivity measurements, eve
when uF(qz)u2 can be separated from the thermal effects
that the direct inversion ofuF(qz)u2 in order to obtainr̃(z)
is not possible because the phase information necessa
perform the Fourier transform in Eq.~7! is lost in any inten-
sity measurement. The common practice to overcome
problem is to assume a model for the density profile, wh
is then Fourier transformed and fitted to the experimenta
determined structure factor. In this study, the liquid meta
modeled by layers of different electron densities parallel
the surface. The layers represent planes of atoms, sepa
by a distanced, and having increasing width the further the
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are below the surface. Mathematically, the electron densit
described by a semi-infinite sum of Gaussians, normalize
the bulk densityr` :

r̃~z!5r` (
n50

`
d/sn

A2p
exp@2~z2nd!2/2sn

2# ^ F In~z!.

~13!

Here ^ denotes convolution,F In(z) is the atomic x-ray scat
tering form factor of In, andsn

25ns̄21s0
2 , wheres̄ ands0

are constants. This form forsn produces a quadratic increas
in the Gaussian width with distancez below the surface, so
that the parameters̄ is related to the decay length for surfa
layering and the model density approaches the bulk den
r` for sn@d. An advantage of using Gaussian functions
model r̃(z) is that an expression for̂r(z)&T is obtained
from Eq. ~13! by replacingsn with sn

T and defining (sn
T)2

5scw
2 1sn

2 . Note that the effective width of the individua
layers becomes (sn

T)2 which explicitly demonstrates the ad
ditivity of the different contributions to the surface roug
ness from capillary modes~for which qxy,qmax) and short
wavelength modes~for which qxy.qmax! that are incorpo-
rated into the model forr̃(z).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The specular reflectivity measured from liquid In at 1
65 °C demonstrates the presence of surface layering. Fi
2 shows the reflectivity as a function ofqz , normalized to
the Fresnel reflectivity of a sharply terminated In surfa
with a critical angleqc50.052 Å21. The circles show the
data taken with the scintillation detector, with aqz resolution
of 0.06 Å21. Open circles represent the small angle d
taken at X22B (l51.24 Å) whereas the closed circle da
have been taken at X25 (l50.65 Å). Filled squares repre

FIG. 2. Specular x-ray reflectivity for liquid indium at 170 °
taken with vertical detector resolutions of 0.06 Å21 ~scintillation
detector; open circles: X22B, closed circles: X25! and 0.32 Å21

~PSD in single channel mode; squares: X25!. The reflectivity is
normalized to the Fresnel reflectivity,Rf , of a flat In surface. Solid
lines are fits as described in the text. Data from X22B was
incorporated in any fits.
is
to

ity

re

e

a

sent data taken with the PSD in a single channel mode, w
the vertical resolution coarser by a factor of 5. The lar
increase in signal with decreasing resolution immediat
demonstrates the significance of the diffuse scattering.
reflectivity at small and intermediate wave vectors fa
below the Fresnel value calculated for an ideally flat a
abruptly terminated surface. This is due to the roughnes
the liquid In surface which scatters photons out of the spe
lar condition. The most prominent feature in these data is
broad peak centered near 2.2 Å21. This peak is due to con
structive interference of x rays from layers ordered para
to the surface. This very distinctive structural feature of l
uid metal surfaces has been observed earlier for Hg~Ref. 7!
and Ga.8 The two data sets show the same features, altho
as a consequence of integrating the diffuse scattering o
coarser resolution, the intensity is greater for data taken w
the PSD.

The lines in Fig. 2 illustrate fits of the density profil
model discussed above to these data. Three surface lay
parameters,d, s̄, and s0 , determine the form ofF(qz),
which is then used in Eq.~10! along withT5170 °C and the
experimentally determined value for the surface tension
liquid In at that temperature,g50.556 N/m.38 As discussed
above, we assign the short wavelength cutoff for capilla
waves,qmax'p/j, to be;1 Å-1 wherej was taken to be the
nearest neighbor atomic distance in the bulk melt.39 The in-
tegral over Eq.~10! is then performed numerically over th
known resolution volume. Surface layering parameters
tained from the scintillation detector data ared52.69
60.05 Å, s̄50.5460.06 Å, ands050.3560.04 Å ~solid
line in Fig. 2!. Essentially the same parameters~with larger
error due to poorer statistics! result from a fit of the model to
the PSD data~broken line in Fig. 2!.

Although the resolution dependence of the reflectivity
liquid metals provides a test of the thermal capillary wa
theory prediction, a more rigorous test is the measuremen
the spectral density of the off specular diffuse scattering.
have measured diffuse intensity over ab range straddling the
specular condition. Intensities normalized to the direct be
are shown in Fig. 3 for several choices ofa. Data at extreme
values of (b2a) are limited by the intense background du
to bulk scattering at largeb and by the scattering geometry
small b. The asymmetry of the wings centered around
specular ridge (b2a50) arises from theb dependence of
both the exponenth and the surface structure factorF(qz).

The solid lines are obtained by calculating the intens
from Eq. ~10!, integrating numerically over the resolutio
function and subtracting a similar calculation for the bac
ground scan taken out of the reflection plane. The calcula
incorporates the surface structure factorF(qz) determined
from the reflectivity measurements along with the other fix
quantities~g, kBT, andqmax!, without further adjustable pa
rameters. We find excellent agreement between this mo
and the experimental data for the entire range studied,
cluding the wings~Fig. 3! and the specular region~inset of
Fig. 3!. The implications of this agreement will be discuss
in the next section.

To study the oxidation properties of liquid indium w
exposed the In surface to controlled amounts of oxyg
through a bakeable UHV leak valve. During oxidation, ma
roscopic oxide clumps, large enough to be observed by

t
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formed at the edges of the sample, while the center rema
clean. X-ray reflectivity measured during oxidation show
no changes until the floating oxide regions grew lar
enough to reach the area illuminated by the x-ray beam
which point the macroscopically rough surface scattered
reflected signal away from the specular condition. This re
is in sharp contrast to the formation of the highly uniform
Å thick, passivating oxide layer we previously observed
form on liquid Ga under the influence of the same amoun
oxygen.27

V. DISCUSSION

The macroscopic density profile extracted from the refl
tivity measurements is resolution dependent since the den
oscillations are smeared out by thermally activated capill
waves as described in the Theory section. This smearing
pends on the temperature and surface tension and hence
varies for different liquids. The macroscopic density profi
directly extracted from the experiment is the averaged d
sity profile ^r(z)&T shown in previous publications.7–9,28 In
order to compare the intrinsic layering properties in differe
liquid metals, it is necessary to remove these thermal eff
that vary from metal to metal and experiment to experim
and to obtain the intrinsic or local density profiler̃(z). Pre-
vious temperature dependent reflectivity measurement
liquid Ga around the specular position have shown that
resolution dependent roughness is well described by
capillary wave ~CW! prediction.9 Similar conclusions
were reached fromT-dependent measurements of liqu

FIG. 3. Diffuse scattering as a function of scattering angleb for
different fixed incoming anglesa. Solid lines: Diffuse scattering
calculated from the experimentally determined structure factor w
no further adjustable parameters. Inset: linear plot emphasizing
fit near the specular peak fora54.5°.
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paraffins.40 Here, we employed a different approach to ver
that the CW prediction holds for liquid In, performing dif
fuse scattering measurements at a single temperature a
ferent angles of incidence. The magnitude and the ang
dependence of the diffuse scattering is in full complian
with the predictions of the capillary wave model witho
using any adjustable parameters. This is demonstrated by
perfect agreement of the diffuse scattering profiles with
theoretical curves in Fig. 3. This allows us to directly calc
late the local density profiler̃(z) by simply settingh50. A
comparison between the local density profiler̃(z) and the
temperature averaged density profile^r(z)&T is made in Fig.
4~a!. In this single-T approach the effects of the intrinsic,T
50, roughnesss0, and the cutoffqmax cannot be unambigu
ously separated,41 as was possible for theT-dependent mea
surements in alkanes40 and Ga.9 However, this does not af
fect our main conclusion that the surface roughness,
probed by the DS, is entirely due to thermally activated c
illary waves.

The local density profile of liquid In is compared with th
of Ga in Fig. 4~b!. Profiles derived from the extremal param
eters of fits toR(qz) and from extremal values for tempera
ture, surface tension, and resolution function are indis
guishable on the scale of the figure. The amplitude of
first density peak for In is comparable to that of Ga. Th
reflects the fact that in the region nearest the surface,

h
he

FIG. 4. ~a! Comparison of the local real space density profile
liquid indium ~—! with the thermally averaged density profile fo
the same metal~ !. The averaged density profile is directl
accessible by experiment and has been measured at 170 °C~b!
Real space local density profile for liquid gallium~ ! and
liquid indium ~—! after the removal of thermal broadening. Dens
ties r̃(z) are normalized to the bulk densitiesr` of liquid gallium
and indium. Inset: Decay of the amplitude of the surface-norm
density profile for liquid Ga~open circles! and liquid In ~filled
circles!. The lines represent the fit of this decay of the surfa
layering to the form exp(2z/l) for liquid Ga ~ ! and In ~—!.
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FIG. 5. ~a! Bulk ~n! and surface~d! structure factors for liquid In. The bulk structure factor data are taken from Ortonet al. ~Ref. 22!.
The solid line is a fit of the model explained in the text to the experimentally determined surface structure factor. The broken line is
for the eye. The inset compares the decay of the longitudinal surface density oscillations~filled circles; solid line represents fit to a
exponential! to the decay of the bulk pair correlation function~open triangles; broken line represents fit to exponential!. The coordinatez of
thex axis represents the distance from the surface in the case of the decaying surface layering and the radial distance from a refe
in the bulk liquid in the case of the decaying bulk pair correlation. The data for the bulk pair correlation function are taken from W
~Ref. 42!. ~b! Bulk ~n! and surface~d! structure factors for liquid Ga. The bulk structure factor data are taken from Nartenet al. ~Ref. 15!.
Solid lines are fits to reflectivity data; broken lines are guides for the eye. The inset compares the decay of the longitudinal surfac
oscillations~filled circles; solid line represents fit to exponential! to the decay of the bulk pair correlation function~open triangles; broken
line represents fit to exponential!. The data for the bulk pair correlation function are taken from Waseda~Ref. 42!.
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density oscillations are determined primarily bys0 , which
has similar values for the two metals. Further towards
bulk, layering is seen to decay faster for In than for G
We quantify this observation by the excellent fit of the pe
amplitude of the electron density profile to the for
exp(2z/l). The decay lengthsl 53.5 Å60.6 for In and l
55.5 Å60.4 for Ga differ by an amount well outside of th
experimental error. This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4~b!,
a semilogarithmic plot of the maxima of the density oscil
tions as a function of distance from the first surface lay
The lines represent the fit of the peak amplitude to the ex
nential form and the slope represents the decay length.

It is also instructive to compare the surface structure f
tor measured in the reflectivity experiments to the bulk str
ture factor measured by standard x-ray or neutron diffrac
@Fig. 5~a!: indium; Fig. 5~b!: gallium#. The widths of the
peaks shown are inversely proportional to the decay len
of the corresponding correlation functions: the pair corre
tion functiong(r ) of the bulk and the layered density profi
r̃(z) of the surface. Plotting the amplitudes ofg(r ) andr̃(z)
on a semilog scale~inset of Fig. 5! shows that they lie on
straight lines. This indicates that the correlations decay
ponentially, and the decay lengths are obtained as the n
tive inverses of the slopes. The inset plots show clearly
while the surface and bulk decay lengths are about the s
for In, in gallium the surface induced layering decays mu
more slowly than the bulk pair correlation function. This
e
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-
-
n
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consistent with the NFE nature of In. For Ga, by contrast,
tendency towards covalency may disrupt the hard sph
packing and enable surface correlations that differ from th
in the bulk.

Another piece of evidence suggesting that directio
bonding in the melt might have an effect on surface induc
layering stems from the ratio between the surface layer sp
ing and the bulk nearest neighbor distance. This nea
neighbor distance is taken from the analysis of the pair c
relation function which is the Fourier transform of the stru
ture factor depicted in Fig. 5. Due to truncation problems a
related subtleties with the data analysis, the bulk nea
neighbor distance cannot be directly inferred from the ma
mum in the bulk liquid structure factor and we use the ne
est neighbor distance given by Iida and Guthrie.38 For liquid
In, this ratio of surface layer spacing to bulk nearest neigh
distance is 2.69 Å/3.14 Å50.86, close to the value ofA2/3
'0.82 for the hard sphere packing that would be expec
for a NFE liquid metal. For liquid Ga, this ratio is large
2.56 Å/2.78 Å50.92. In this case, formation of directiona
bonds, eventually leading to Ga2 dimers, may prevent close
packing.

Tomagniniet al. recently considered a possible relatio
ship between surface induced layering in LM and the sta
ity of crystal facets at metal surfaces. Although premelting
crystalline interfaces is quite common in nonmetallic cry
tals, most metals have at least one close packed face w
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does not premelt, remaining solid up to the melti
temperature.43 Tomagnini et al. use molecular dynamic
simulations to demonstrate that when the period of the
face induced layering at the liquid surface, which they
sumed to be 2p/q0 whereq0 is the position for the peak in
the bulk liquid structure factor, is commensurate with t
distance between lattice planes along the normal to the c
tal facet, this particular facet is stabilized and resistant
premelting. It would be interesting to correlate the preme
ing properties of Ga and In crystals with our results for t
period of the surface layering and in particular, to examin
the effect of directional bonding that affects the surfa
structure in the liquid affects premelting of the solid as we

Our diffuse scattering measurements show that the rou
ness of the liquid In surface can be attributed entirely
thermally excited capillary waves. This indicates that th
are no other detectable inhomogeneities on the surface,
as might be caused by microscopic oxide patches. This
servation is in concert with independent experiments on
ganic Langmuir monolayers on water. If the monolayer
homogeneous,44,45 the DS can be described by Eq.~10! with
no adjustable parameters and no excess scatterin
observed—just as is the case for metallic liquid In. On
other hand, if the organic monolayer is compressed bey
its elasticity limit and becomes inhomogeneous, Eq.~10! no
longer describes the experimentally determined DS, and
cess scattering is observed that must originate from sou
other than thermally activated capillary waves.44 This dem-
onstrates the viability of diffuse scattering as a tool
studying surface inhomogeneities. This is of particular int
est for investigations on liquid alloys where—depending
the type of alloy—a rich surface behavior is expected, ra
ing from concentration fluctuations for alloys displaying su
face segregation to critical fluctuations for alloys with a cr
cal consolute point.46

Controlled oxidation of the liquid metal surfaces reveal
further striking difference between Ga and In. Although e
posure of liquid Ga to air or to a large amount of oxyg
leads to the formation of a macroscopically thick and rou
oxide film, exposure to controlled amounts of oxygen un
UHV conditions produces a well defined uniform 5 Å thick
oxide film.27 This film protects the underlying bulk phase
a certain extent from further corrosion, as further dosag
low oxygen pressures (,231024 Torr) was found to have
no effect on the oxide thickness or coverage fraction. T
passivating of the surface is rather unusual for solid met
Al being prominent among the few examples. Liquid In, u
on
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like Ga, was not found to form a passivating oxide film
Instead, macroscopic clumps of oxide formed which did n
wet the clean In surface. This corrosion mechanism is ra
common for solid metal surfaces, the oxidation of Fe be
the best known example. It is not clear to what extent t
fundamental difference in the mechanism for corrosion
related to differences in the structure of the liquid surfa
and to what extent to the chemical affinity for oxidation
the respective liquid metal.

VI. SUMMARY

We have measured the x-ray reflectivity and small an
off specular surface diffuse scattering from liquid In
170 °C. Our results can be quantitatively explained by
convolution of thermally excited surface waves and a te
perature independent surface structure factor, correspon
to theoretically predicted surface layering. The absence
excess diffuse scattering beyond that due to thermally
cited capillary waves demonstrates that the liquid-vapor
terface is homogeneous in the surface-parallel direction.
intrinsic layering profile of liquid In, obtained by removin
the capillary wave roughening, is compared to that pre
ously reported for liquid Ga. For Ga, surface layering p
sists farther into the bulk than is the case for In. This may
attributed to directional bonding in the Ga bond stabilizi
surface induced layering over a larger distance than is
case for liquid In. Further evidence suggesting a correlat
between the degree of covalency in the melt and the sur
structure stems from the observation that the compressio
the surface layer spacing relative to the bulk nearest neigh
distance is close to the behavior expected for an ideal h
sphere liquid for In but considerably different for Ga. Co
trolled oxidation of liquid In results in the formation of
macroscopic rough oxide, unlike the passivating microsco
uniform oxide film that forms on liquid Ga.
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